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Why sell with us?

With offices in Geneva, our 50 years of stamp auctions
and private treaty sales experience, a multilingual team,
international agents and worldwide live auction coverage
via the Internet, we offer an important advantage worthy of
consideration: the confidence and peace of mind that your
single stamps and collections are being sold where they are
likely to obtain the best price.
We are honoured to have sold more Grand Prix and awardwinning collections than any other philetelic auction house,
and we hold world records in nearly every area of philately:
covers, unique stamps and major collections.
Our recipe for success over the last fifty years has included
hard work, professionalism, expertise, determination and
customer focus, all mixed together with passion.
Your results matter to us as much as they matter to you.
Contact us today and let us get to work for you.
When selling your prized collection choose a company with
a proven track record of leading results to be your partner.

www.davidfeldman.com ︱ Tel: +41 (0) 22 727 07 77 ︱ info@davidfeldman.com
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The Most Valuable and Important Item in
The Issues of Papal States

Papal States

1852 1 Scudo Carmine-Rose
The extraordinary complete sheet of fifty, very fine
impression, including the rare interpanneau between
fifth and sixth horizontal rows, excellently margined all
around, with outstandingly fresh original gum with only
few light hinge remains in margins or in few marginal
stamps, exceptionally well preserved for an item of this
large format with only one crease resulting in a tear
which has been closed in upper right corner, mentioned
for accuracy as in no way is affecting the designs.
A unique item in an outstandingly fine condition
representing a quintessential combination of beauty
and rarity, described by the highly renowned expert
Enzo Diena in his certificate -in English- as “the single
most valuable item in the entire area of Pontifical
States philately” (at the time the unissued 20 bajocchi
complete sheet of 100 in private hands, had not yet been
discovered); one of the most visually impressive and
prestigious gems of all Italian States, to be considered
with the complete sheet of the 1858 20 bajocchi, as one of
the two most significant items of the Papal States, the 20
bajocchi nevertheless being an unissued stamp.

price on request

Note: This item was the title page illustration of the
very important “Alphonse” Pontifical States and Sicily
auction catalogue by Phillips, offered as lot 136 on 25
October 1990. Described then as “in perfect condition
and extremely well preserved” and confirming its
importance with the statement of Enzo Diena as the
most valuable item of this State. It was then estimated
at £150,000-200,000; in order to compare this item with
another important rarity of the Italian States offered
in the “Alphonse” series of catalogues by Phillips, we
can mention that the cover from Sicily including three
examples of 50 grana in its franking (illustrated in
Sassone on page 388), one of the most important gems
of Sicily, was then estimated at £15,000-20,000. The
One Scudo Sheet was sold at £200,000, which in 1990
was equivalent to around CHF500,000 (these figures
do not include the 10% buyer’s premium additionally
charged then).
Provenance: Baron Arthur de Rothschild
Expertise: Certs. Enzo Diena (1990), Raffaele Diena (1993)
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The Most Valuable Single Stamp of Papal States

Papal States
1858 20b. Yellow

Unissued, uncancelled without gum, good to very large
margins displaying on three sides the dividing lines
between stamps, refulgent colour.

Two complete sheets of 100 are recorded, of which one
is in the Vatican Postal Museum, and only about ten
single examples are known, this being probably the
finest. One of the rarest and most valuables stamps of all
Italian territories. The example presented here has the
additional attribute of having been chosen to illustrate this
issue in the Sassone catalogue.

price on request

Note: The Postal administration of the Papal States,
intending to improve the postal service, proposed on
March 12th, 1858, the issue of a 20 bajocchi stamp
which corresponded to the postal tariff for franking
letters to France, valid since April, 1853. For unknown
reasons the stamp produced was never issued, although
a certain quantity were cancelled and later destroyed.
Provenance: Discovered by Enzo Diena and Renato
Mondolfo, later acquired by Alberto Bolaffi, and at
present in a private collection.
Expertise: Enzo Diena (1990) and Raffaele Diena
(1993, described then in the certificate, when only
this example was known in private hands, as the most
important rarity of all Italian philately), signed
A. Bolaffi.
Exhibitions: Claridge’s (1997), Monaco ‘97.
Illustrated and Listed: Encyclopaedia of Rare and
Famous Stamps by L.N. Williams.
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Papal States
1867 3c. Grey

Block of 16 (4x4) from the lower left corner of the sheet,
featuring one of the four panes of 16 comprised in
the sheet, exceptional margins enabling to exhibit the
bordering lines of the pane, with full original gum and
two hinge remains in horizontal row at base only, an
exceptional and very rare multiple.

Expertise: Signed Colla.

price on request

Expertise: Signed Colla.

The Largest Multiple Known of the Valuable
1868 3c. Grey-Rose
Originating from the only surviving sheet

Papal States
1868 3c. Grey-rose

The extraordinary block of 16 (4x4), including four
vertical and four horizontal interpanneau pairs, very
fresh and outstandingly preserving its full original
gum, except for a small paper adherence impinging
on one stamp and a tiny part of an adjoining one, with
one horizontal pair having few separated perforations
between the two adhesives in lower center of the block
(with three or four perforations being also opened
in other place), -mentioned for accuracy only and as
usually encountered in multiples in this issue when
possessing gum and consequently being fragile-, this
item being outstandingly fine.

As far as we can say, the largest multiple recorded
of this very difficult stamp, of which only one sheet
survived, being the second most valuable single issued
stamp in the Papal States and one of the charismatic
stamps for its rarity in all Italian States.

Note: See the book of the philatelic exhibition held
in Palazzo Braschi in Rome “I Primi Francobolli a
Roma”, on 9-14 May 1978 -its organising committee
was formed by distinguished philatelists such as G.
Bizzarri, G. Craveri, Enzo Diena or R. Mondolfo-.
This item is illustrated on page 167 (before it had been
separated from the complete sheet) in one of the colour
plates dedicated to “Rarità di Prima Grandezza”
(rarities of the first degree). This block of 16 is
located in the centre of the sheet, and is the
only multiple available to show the crossing
of the vertical and horizontal interpanneau
(“interspazi di gruppo”), this being the most
prestigious and valuable location in the sheet.
(To be noted the single perforation in the interpanneau
space between panes, in contrast to other few multiples
known which possess double perforation).
Expertise: Cert. Bolaffi (2008)

price on request
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Extracted from the 1978 exhibition catalogue ʻʻI Primi Francobolli a Roma”
(in the fourth horizontal row can be seen a defect of photography for the black ink).
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The “Caspary” Block of Sardinia

The Unique Largest Known Block of the First Printing

Sardinia

1851 40c. Carmine rose
First printing, block of twenty (5x4), including four
complete horizontal rows of the pane of 25 (the top row
missing), showing a prominent misalignment of transfer
in position 17 of this block, with margins ranging from
large to huge, very fresh with original gum and still
preserving eight examples as never hinged, the rest only
showing light hinge remains. Negligible traces of small
age stains on back of no importance and not mentioned
in the certificate.

The largest multiple known of the first printing
(this being the most significant state of impression)
and, after the “Rothschild” complete sheet of 50,
representing the second largest multiple recorded
of this value. A museum showpiece combining the
fascination of its great rarity and the great beauty of its
delightful colour and design.

price on request

Note: This multiple, presented in one of the auction
sales of the Caspary collection, was sold in January
1957 for US$18,000 (one of the ten highest hammer
prices reached at auction in the whole long run of
Caspary sales); as a reference, US$20,000 were paid for
the famous Baden 9kr. error of colour on cover.
Provenance: Alfred H. Caspary
Expertise: Signed (“per esteso”) G. Bolaffi and A.
Diena, cert. Bolaffi (1993, as without imperfections).
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A Very Rare and Intricate Franking

Sicily

1859 50gr. Brown-Lake
Wide to very large margins showing part or complete
frame lines on all sides, deep shade, used together
with 2 gr. sky blue, plate I, touched at right, ample
margins in other respects, used on February 6, 1859
folded cover from Messina to Civitavecchia, each tied
by “ferro di cavallo” handstamp, with fine strikes of
“Mesa1859/7 Febo” two-line datestamp on dispatch and
“Civitavecchia/Dalla/Via Di Mare” at top right, charged
“48” baiocchi for the internal postage on arrival.

One of only six covers recorded bearing this franking,
this being uniquely addressed to the Papal States; (four
covers were reported to bear this franking in the census
by Gatto-Natoli).
price on request

Expertise: Signed Emilio & Alberto Diena and G.
Bolaffi (“per estesso”), as well as A. Bolaffi.
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Tuscany

1852 60cr. Deep Scarlet on Grey
A very fine example with exceptional margins for the
most part displaying part of the neighbouring frame
lines on three sides, just slightly touched in part of the
left margin, used on large registered cover from Livorno
(Leghorn) to Milan, tied by “3 Mar 1858/Livorno”
ornamental datestamp, with “P.D.”, “Per Consegna”
straight-line and “Dopo/La Partenza” two-line
handstamps, with receiving c.d.s. on reverse.
One of the finest of only about five covers recorded
bearing a single franking of the highest first-issue
denomination and rarest stamp of Tuscany before the
Provisional Government period.

price on request

Expertise: Signed Enzo Diena and Alberto Bolaffi
(“per esteso”).

Tuscany

1860 3L. Ocher-Grey
Mint example, touched at bottom and top and clearly
including part of the frame line all along the base, clear
margins on other two sides, fresh with original gum and
slight trace of hinge usage.
A very fine example of this very difficult stamp, of
which few examples are recorded in sound condition,
very desirable as one of the great “aristocrat” stamps of
European philately.

price on request

Expertise: Cert. Enzo Diena (1992) and Bolaffi
(1993); signed A. Diena, Oliva and M. Raybaudi (“per
esteso”).
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Consigning your stamps with us for sale by
private treaty is very easy.
Just follow the steps below:

HOW TO CONSIGN WITH US
Stage 1
Evaluation
?

4
info@davidfeldman.com

1

Interested in selling?
How much are your
stamps worth?

4 Get a reply from us. One

of our philatilsts may
make an appointment to
visit you.

2 Send us a brief

description and images of
your stamps (mail, email,
dropbox, fax).

3 Your stamps are

examined by our experts,
no charges involved.

Yes! we are interested.

5

Sorry, your stamps do not have
sufficient value to be sold by us.

Stage 2
Consignment

$

5 Get a proposal and sign

a contract.

6 We arrange the shipment

to be picked up from
your home. Your stamps
are insured from their
departure.

7 Your stamps are kept in a

safe place.

8 Your stamps are lotted,

meticulously described
and estimated by
a philatelist.

Stage 3
Sale

$
$

9 Get the description and

estimate of your stamps
for your validation

10 We implement a

marketing strategy for the
auction or PT offer.

11

Your stamps are sold at
auction or in a private
negotiation with the buyer.

12 You can get paid in the

method most convenient
to you.
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